CSR Events - Learning Journey:

Corporate volunteers accompanying children from Beyond Social Services on a Learning Journey to Lee Kong Chian Natural History Museum

Corporate volunteers accompanying children from Yong En Day Centre on a Learning Journey to Chinatown Heritage Centre to trace the footsteps of Singapore’s early pioneers who made Chinatown their home and discover their personal stories.
Corporate volunteers and beneficiaries from our Mentally Disadvantaged Outreach Programme (MDOP) bonding during an outing at the S.E.A. Aquarium and enjoying the viewed collection of more than 100,000 marine animals of over 800 species.

Children beneficiaries from AMKFSC enjoying a Learning Journey at the Science Centre with corporate volunteers who chaperoned and bonded with them at the various science exhibits stops and shows.
Corporate volunteers accompanying MINDS students on a Learning Journey at the River Safari - an opportunity for bonding and interaction at the sheltered aquariums and walk-through exhibits.

Corporate volunteers touring the Indian Heritage Centre with Down Syndrome Association (DSA) beneficiaries and spending time with them and working on art activities together at the museum.